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What is the status then?

"HAPPIEST PEOPLES IN THE WORLD

Denmark is the happiest country in the world! A scientific survey of international happiness carried out by Leicester University in England shows that the small kingdom of Denmark is home to the happiest people in the world.

"Denmark holds the record of the heaviest tax burden in the world."
In the land administration area things are going okay as well...

- No big revoltes
- The property management system is excellent
- The planning system is working just fine
- We can gather the property taxes we want 😊
- The land holder’s security over property is rock solid

Big smile
However a twoheaded monster is emerging...

**e-Government** is an institutional approach to jurisdictional political operations

**e-Governance** is a procedural approach to cooperative administrative relations
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Not as easy as thought...
Why is this? eCadastre as an example

- The demands of up-to-dateness made the project very complex
- Contractors did not understand the task
- Long project time – replacement in staff
- No consensus internally – culture and power
- Stronger management was needed
Need for exchange of experiences?

- Many countries on the door step for the same development
- Both management and technical level
- Denmark would be happy to host a workshop on the seminar if needed